What’s New in PacketTrap MSP 6.2?
Avaya Monitoring Support

As a network professional with increased responsibility and continually evolving technology, you
are most likely challenged of how to effectively monitor VoIP systems. You want to ensure that you
have adequate visibility into how your IT infrastructure and VoIP systems are working together and
to do this, you may be using various different point tools to manage and monitor them. Most VoIP
implementations often suffer from dropped calls, poor voice quality, and other issues so how do
you create the most efficient VoIP monitoring environment, enhance user satisfaction and meet
SLAs? PacketTrap MSP now provides in-depth and detailed monitoring of VoIP quality metrics like
MOS, Jitter, packet-loss, delay, network utilization and comprehensive set of reports and alerts on
all VoIP related voice metrics.
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Cisco Wireless Controller Monitoring

Devices like Cisco wireless controllers are being used more and more to manage all the wireless
access points, instead of managing individual access points. PacketTrap MSP now has the capability
to provide the deep monitoring stats that you are used to at the access point level through a central
wireless controller. Out of box monitoring includes: health status, access points managed, their
performance, and who is connected to what device.

Out of Box Application Monitoring Templates
Ease of use and out of box configuration is a critical foundation piece for PacketTrap MSP. This
exciting new feature automatically groups monitors, alerts, and actions to completely monitor and
manage applications. The one-click setup dramatically simplifies configuration time and allows you
to spend your time on other projects. You can use a monitoring template across global policies, site
policies, or on a particular device.
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One Click Help and Tutorial Videos
IT infrastructure management can be difficult and complex. Our goal is to provide you with
resources at your fingertips so that you are able to find answers to your questions and not spend a
lot of time looking for where to find the answer. We’ve taken a leap forward in 6.2 with a newly
launched knowledgebase that is directly linked from features and configuration screens. With a
single-click you can peruse topics in the new PacketTrap MSP Knowledgebase. In addition, you can
find feature-specific help from anywhere in the product.
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PacketTrap PSA Integration

Whether you are using spreadsheets and sticky notes or clunky software, PacketTrap PSA will
transform your service management into an efficient—dare we say enjoyable—process. Manager
Service Providers will now benefit from significant time savings and see a dramatic increase in
profitability. The PacketTrap MSP 6.2 release has seemless integration into PacketTrap PSA,
creating a single workflow and solution to meet your business needs.
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Script Import / Export Feature

You can now import and export a large number of scripts to/from PacketTrap MSP. Scripts that you
select to import or export must be formatted in XML.

Network Map Additions

Visual representation of the IT infrastructure is a quick and easy way to identify the root cause of
many problems. This release of PacketTrap MSP has two new improvements for Network Maps:
1. Ability to show or not show connected devices for the devices already on the map. For
example, you can now choose to not show a core switch that is connected to a device.
2. Update the map layout when devices are added or removed. You can drag and drop devices
to specific areas on the map and they will not change unless you select this new option.
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ConnectWise, TigerPaw, AutoTask Integration Enhancements

There is a series of new improvements to the integration with popular PSA solutions. We
understand how important it is to have a tightly integrated solution with our MSP indsutry
partners.
Connectwise
 Close Tickets on Return to Normal.
o This feature provides PacketTrap MSPwith the ability to stop a callback from
ConnectWise. Currently, if the URL is properly configured in ConnectWise, then a
PacketTrap alert is reset from ConnectWise if the conditions are matched. Through
the use of a flag, PacketTrap avoids the resetting of alerts from ConnectWise. This
flag has been added to the ConnectWise configuration.
 Add Acknowledgement
o When a ticket is generated in ConnectWise, it is always acknowledged in
PacketTrap. Through the use of a flag, the user has an option to specify whether or
not the acknowledgement should be added when the ticket is added in ConnectWise.
This flag has been added to the ConnectWise configuration
 PacketTrap MSP has been enhance with the following configuration details:
o Setup name - This is the name provided by the user while setting up the
Management IT configuration. If the Setup Name is specified, then only the devices
with the specified setup is integrated.
o Solution name - This is the name provided by the user while setting up the
Management IT configuration. If the Solution Name is specified, then only the
devices with the specified solution is integrated.
o Monitor alert board 1 - This routes all tickets to the designated service board if a
monitor's alert action has been set up to send tickets to 'ConnectWise Ticket'. This is
designed for internal monitors.
o Monitor alert board 2 - The Monitor Alert Board 2 is the same as Monitor Alert
Board 1 except that the monitor alert action needs to be set to 'ConnectWise Ticket
2'.
 Automatic Synchronization of the Clients after a Specified Time Interval.
o In PacketTrap MSP, clients/companies are synchronized manually. An enhancement
has been made through the use of a flag to synchronize the copied PacketTrap
companies in ConnectWise after a specified time interval.
 See the mapped devices.
 Filter the Management IT setups for a selected company.
TigerPaw
 Automatic Synchronization of the Clients after Specified Time Interval
o In PacketTrap, clients/companies are synchronized manually. An enhancement has
been made through the use of a flag to synchronize the PacketTrap companies in
Tigerpaw after a specified time interval.
 The addition of callback functionality in Tigerpaw makes it simple for the user to reset
alerts in PacketTrap from Tigerpaw for synchronized accounts at a specified time interval.
 Asset Polling / Asset Synchronization is the functionality by which the polled assets of the
Tigerpaw application are synchronized with PacketTrap devices at a specified time interval.
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AutoTask
 Additional Configuration Settings
o Device Integration
 Serial Number
 Location
 VendorID
o Ticket Integration
 Ticket Source - Select the value to be assigned for the origin of tickets (e.g.
Email or Website).
 Due Date - Type the value (in hours) for when the tickets will be due. The
ticket due date will be set as the original ticket creation time plus the
number of hours that are configured by the user.
 Close Tickets on Return to Normal.
o This feature provides PacketTrap with the ability to stop a callback from
Autotask. Currently, if the URL is properly configured in Autotask, a PacketTrap
alert is reset from Autotask if the conditions are matched. Through the use of a
flag, PacketTrap avoids the resetting of alerts from Autotask. This flag has been
added in the Autotask configuration.
 Add Acknowledgement
o When a ticket is generated in Autotask, it is always acknowledged in PacketTrap.
Through the use of a flag, the user has an option to specify whether or not the
o acknowledgement should be added when the ticket is added in Autotask. This flag
has been added in the Autotask configuration.
 Ability to Configure Computer User Defined Fields and Network Device User Defined Fields.
Data for all user defined fields in Autotask can be passed at the time of device/account
integration.
 Ability to Map Computer/Device Name to Reference Number. If selected, the
computer/device name will be switched to the reference number.

For additional information regarding PacketTrap solutions, go to www.packettrap.com or
contact sales@packettrap.com
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